London’s Finest
Landscaping & Garden
Maintenance

handygardeners.com

020 3744 0111

Our work
expresses relationship
between people
and nature!
Handy Gardeners - London’s premier
landscape design and gardening company.
We employ a rigorous design process
to create meaningful and unique
landscapes with a sound theoretical
base.
Our customers achieve the garden
of their dreams - from a beautiful lawn
to a fully landscaped garden complete
with vegetable patch, arboretum or water
features.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

EXPERTS WITH AN EXTENSIVE
EXPERIENCE
UP-TO-DATE LANDSCAPE
EXPERTISE
FORWARD THINKING
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
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What we do
We have experts in every area of garden care, so when
it comes to helping our customers create their dream
outdoor space there is virtually nothing we can't do.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

DESIGNING AND PLANNING GARDENS

DECKS

PAV I N G

FENCES

PONDS

DRAINAGE

PLANTINGS
I R R I G AT I O N S Y S T E M S A N D M U C H M O R E

OUR
EXPERTISE:

020 3744 0111

Custom tailored
landscape designs

handygardeners.com

Exceptional garden
care
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Landscape maintenance
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Landscape design
Landscape design is the art
of transforming gardens
into beautiful landscapes
that perfectly combine
culture and nature

ART TRADITION
TO CREATE STUNNING
URBAN GARDENS

You want an engaging play area
for children? Exciting and functional
outdoors and entertainment areas?

Or a serene and shady nook for
quiet garden enjoyment?

GARDEN DESIGN
AND LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE

From a dull-looking garden into fairy tale scenery that blends natural beauty with
manmade materials and provides comfort and tranquility. We also keep a close eye
on practical considerations such as budget, site analysis, and choosing the appropriate
plants.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Paving
We use a rich variety of paving slabs
reminiscent of the textures and nishes
of elegant, top-quality materials
Paving involves the use of components called pavers to make up the surface of driveways,
walkways, pathways, patios and terraces. Our wide range of paving styles will give you
an idea of how to transform your outside space.

TRADITIONAL
RUSTIC

FOR PATIO,
TERRACE,
PATHWAY
OR DRIVEWAY

020 3744 0111

MODERN
CONTEMPORARY

handygardeners.com
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Paving Driveways
Our professional landscapers will help you choose
the best material according to the climate, the look
you are going for and whether you want a decorative
design or a grid of grass.
How your driveway entrance is landscaped, sets the
tone for the viewer's perception of the whole garden.

The material you select for your
driveway must be attractive
and durable

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Paving Patio
We oﬀer the ﬁnest gardeners
in London to create a perfect
solution for your patio.
We can supply the materials
and kits for accurate arrangement
and spacing, including designing,
sizing, laying the pavers and
adding curves.

QUADRANGLES

WAVES

CIRCLES

The wide range of garden
paving and slabs allow
you to create a really unique,
beautiful and permanent
arrangement of your patio
020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

BRICKS
BLOCK PAVING
TILES
COBBLES

We also oﬀer professional
and comprehensive patio
cleaning service performed
by experienced cleaners fully
equipped with modern jet
washing machines.
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Garden Walkways
With a little planning and eﬀort, they can completely
turn around the aesthetic value of a garden or outdoor
home passage. Our advice is to think out-of-the box
and let creativity lead the way.
giant rocks
bricks
wood logs
simple stone and grass mix
original garden walkway
mosaic-tiled design
stepping stones

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

CAPABLE OF MAKING
EVEN THE PLAINEST
GARDEN LOOK
PICTURESQUE
AND MAGICAL
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Paving Slabs
Whether you are looking for concrete, granite, slate, limestone or sandstone, you can
be conﬁdent that we will supply the right material that meets the requirements of your
project.

Our landscape designers will help you choose the best material and form according to the
“wow” eﬀect you want to go for.

NATURAL OR
MANUFACTURE?

LIMESTONE OR
SANDSTONE?

PLAIN OR
PATTERNED
SLABS?

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Pavers

Timeless
or modern
pavement? 1
Creating beautiful landscapes is what we do.
Enhance your outdoor living space with
durable and attractive interlocking patio
stones, driveway pavers, steps, pathway

2

edging, retaining walls in concrete, stone
and brick.

Handy Gardeners will help you decide
on the best pavers to suit your
requirements and tastes.

We oﬀer a wide array of colours,
sizes and technical speciﬁcations.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Decking
Decking is a great landscaping option for outdoor spaces of any size.
We will help you ﬁnd, plan and install the right decking for your space,
whether it is large or medium-sized garden, balcony or terrace. Choose
from extensive range of decking materials coming with guarantee for
reliability and durability:
hardwood or softwood
decking

grassedeck or walksure laying
decking tiles

composite or timber decking

installing decking handrails

HANDY GARDENERS
LET YOU CHOOSE FROM
A RANGE OF POWERFUL
PRESSURE WASHING
SERVICES FOR YOUR
DECKING

Decking is a great
landscaping option
for outdoor spaces
020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Garden Walling
When carefully engineered, garden retaining
walls become a beautiful and practical
element in the landscape. Art and creativity
are key words when it comes to building
a retaining wall! Сlassic materials for walls:

Amongst the hardscaping services we
provide, we are pleased to oﬀer building
of retaining walls as well, so sit back and
relax and let us do the hard work for you:
from the project to the building of your

MODERN IDEA:
GABION BASKETS
FILLED WITH
RIVER ROCK
COBBLESTONE

dream wall, we do it all and beyond.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Fencing
Fences are largely used in many English homes and gardens. Garden fence
installation creates a haven for many homeowners.

Traditional

We work with a great range of fencing materials:
classical fencing panels

garden trellis and screens

decorative fencing panels

hedging fences

garden gates

fence posts

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Contemporary

The most commonly used materials
to build fences are wood, bricks, metal,

Fence Types

aluminum and vinyl. Wooden garden
fences enhance the look and feel of
your property. They could be made of:
picket fence panel
closeboard fence panel
lap fence panel
pressure treated super panel
featheredge fence panel
paloma fence panels
composite fence panels

BRICK FENCES
ARE ALSO
A STABLE AND
ENDURABLE
CHOICE

trellis and screens

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Wouldn’t you love
enjoying a lovely lush,
velvety green lawn,
all year round?

Lawn Installation
and Repair
We will assist you in creating your
new lawn or maximizing your old
lawn true potential by:
Lawn planning and designing

Lawn installation – laying sod,
planting seed, hydroseeding
and installing artiﬁcial turf

Regular lawn maintenance
Seasonal lawn care services –
aeration, fertilising, and coring

One oﬀ treatments of weeds,
pests
Lawn restoration and repair –
lawn replacement, re-laying
or re-seeding

HANDY GARDENERS
WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR HAVING AND
MAINTAINING
A HEALTHY LAWN

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Lawn Turng and Seeding

Brand new lawn laid or re-turﬁng of your old one?
What makes the best lawn?
turﬁng - synthetic or natural
seeding grass

Turng by installing synthetic
or natural sods is the quickest
and easiest option for smaller
outdoor areas.

1

TYPES OF TURF:
Artiﬁcial turf is environmentally
friendly, best for easy upkeep and
year-round vibrancy, stands up
to heavy use and requires no
irrigation or trimming.

2

Natural turfgrass – requires frequent
watering and weeding, but it is
extremely healthy and safe.

Let our turf installation specialists help
you select the most eﬃcient solution
for your lawn.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Garden Re-Design
IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR INSPIRING GARDEN
DESIGN OR RE-DESIGN
IDEAS, YOU HAVE COME
TO THE RIGHT PLACE

We turn
landscapes
into dreamscapes
Following the basic landscape

Retain the essence of your present

design ideas:

design with simple restoration or opt

color
form
line
scale
texture

for changing a tired scheme into

Our experts will join eﬀorts and

a contemporary design?
design garden layout
mulching and soil enrichment
create rock beds and ﬂower beds
sod installations
build retaining walls
patio, decking and fencing
installation
garden edging

knowledge and create miracles
with your outdoor space.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

sheds building and renovation
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Commercial Landscaping
Our expert gardeners can tailor services to suit your property grounds and arrange
a gardening schedule that suits you, from a single tidy up to regular ongoing
maintenance.

We can make any commercial property look
as aesthetically pleasing as possible:
sports clubs

manor estates

courts and ﬂats

hotels

student let properties

pubs

For any property grounds we provide services
that keep them looking exceptional all year
round:
comprehensive commercial landscape
management
general and seasonal commercial garden
maintenance

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Sheds
Whether it's garden storage, planting or simply for relaxing - nothing quite beats a shed
and here at Handy Gardeners, we will combine our skills and creativity to either build
a new shed or renovate your old shed.

Garden sheds can be of diﬀerent design, colour and shape:

PORCH-LIKE

PAINTED

VICTORIAN

MODERN LIKE
THE “SHE SHED”
OR THE “PUB
SHED”

Basically, we are witnessing a shed renaissance! Our projects and ideas for shed conversions
are nearly endless and we will employ our ingenuity in order to transform your old shed
from an “ugly duck” to a “beautiful swan”.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Sheds: Renovation
or Building
We will employ our ideas and practical
skills to construct or completely transform
your shed and here are just a few
designs you can choose from:

Traditional, symmetric shed
Rustic shed
Home oﬃce shed
Potting shed
Storage shed
Modern-looking shed

We can also
add landscaped
beds, decorative
accents, or small
patios to give it
a fresh new look

Whether you need
garden shed remodeling
or replacement of your
old outbuilding, we can
help expertly.
020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Planting
and Transplanting
Services

Consider the following when
designing your garden:
hardiness
colour

Every garden can beneﬁt from our specialists
advices for growing picture-perfect:
perennials – plants that live for more
than two years

height
time of blooming
size of plants

annuals – plants with a life cycle that
lasts only one growing season

A garden lled
with owers
will enliven
any landscape
020 3744 0111

fragrance

handygardeners.com

growing space
soil

Transplanting refers to taking
a pre-grown plant and replanting
it into your garden. Our experts
know when is the best time
of the year to move your
garden ﬂowers.
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Tree Surgery
As scary as it may sound, tree surgery is the

Our team of skilled tree surgeons

most necessary horticultural maintenance

have a deep understanding of how

that involves:

the tree works and they will strictly

felling trees

follow all safety procedures and will

pruning branches and shrubs

do planting, care and maintenance

planting

and tree hazard assessments to ensure

replanting

a top-quality performance.

splitting logs
hedge-cutting

Our tree surgeons use only
professional arboricultural
equipment and machinery even
for the easiest and smallest jobs
and thus they strive for nothing
less than perfection

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

WE OFFER YOU
A YEAR ROUND TREE
SURGERY SERVICES
YOUR TREES ARE
IN SAFE HANDS!
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Landscape edging - borders
Using landscape edging accentuates each garden area and deﬁnes the shape and
form of the overall design. Simply choose the material you think is best for you edging:

BRICK

PLASTIC

CONCRETE

WOOD

STONE

WATTLE

And our skilled landscape specialists will set it ﬁrmly in place so that neither mowers, nor
garden arts, children, or your shoes could unsettle it. If you have troubles deciding on which
design to go for, you can rely again on our expertise to point you to the right direction
since the wrong choice can be a distraction.
.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Flower borders

FOR YOUR EXISTING
BED, WE OFFER REGULAR
MAINTENANCE SERVICES,
WEEDING, PLANTING
AND ETC

Do your ower borders
make you smile when
you pass by them on the
way to your mailbox?
They should.

If they do not, then you may need some
professional ideas to jazz up these areas
that are so critical to the overall appearance of
your yard.
Your ﬁrst step to creating a beautiful border
is to ask yourself the following questions:
Is your garden sunny, shady or a bit of
both?
What is the type of your soil - is it acid,
lime or neutral, sandy, loam or clay?

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Irrigation services
Irrigation systems can provide substantial savings in water usage without
you having to lug multiple hoses around your yard to keep grass, ﬂowers
and shrubs green.

When it comes to landscape irrigation, our best advice is to decide on which
type would be best for your garden:
Micro-irrigation

Rotary Sprinkler

Flood System

Spray Irrigation System

Except for their professional advice, our experts will use their deep
knowledge in this matter to both design and install your irrigation system.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Drainage system
Good drainage is crucial for growing many garden plants and it is suitable for any wet soil
such as the English, where there is nowhere for surplus water to go.

We know how disruptive and diﬃcult
it is to install a drainage system when
the soil is wet and we will wait until
the ground conditions are driest in
order to achieve maximum results so
you can enjoy a properly installed
system.

020 3744 0111

Here is where our professional
landscapers can be of the best
service to you as they will offer
you the best type of drainage
for your garden and will install
it within reasonable timeframe

handygardeners.com
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Garden Decoration
Creating stylish landscapes by following
garden trends and providing you with
curated collection of tools and ideas
for your entertaining outdoors is what
we do
There are endless ways in which you can make your garden
a wonderful space to enjoy.

Decorating is always fun and you simply need to employ
your imagination and rely on our professional team and
together, we can work miracles in your garden.

You can go for:
outdoor lighting

WE CAN WORK
MIRACLES IN
YOUR GARDEN

garden ornaments
water features
garden furnishing
planting and design inspiration
using colour artfully and creatively
gazebo, arbour or garden arch
creating a striking focal point

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Landscape Maintenance
Keeping your landscape healthy, clean,
safe and attractive is an art and vocation
for Handy Gardeners.

Our landscape maintenance includes
but is not limited to services such as:

complete lawn care
hedging and trimming
weed control
water management
tree care
landscaping construction,
minor repairs or full replacement
evaluations of plant health
and fertilization
landscape enhancements

We believe in providing you with
exceptional landscaping services
and making every outdoor space
we service functional, beautiful
and one-of-a-kind
020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

WE CAN HELP YOU
CAPTURE THE TYPICAL
ENGLISH BEAUTY
WHEREVER YOU
NEED IT
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Additional Landscape Services
Hence, we oﬀer additional garden improving services that complete the overall
appearance of your landscape:

pointing and patch re-pointing

sustainable design

compost application

water features maintenance

bark mulching and fertilization

pressure washing

seasonal garden care

seasonal colour plantings

pruning and cleanups

garden ﬁnishing touches

THE SPECTRE
OF LANDSCAPING
SERVICES WE OFFER
IS ENDLESS

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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With Handy Gardeners You Get:

Free Viewing - we come & inspect the site so that we
know best what and how should be done

Free Estimate - we give you detailed estimate of all
the services & materials we will use

Free project - we can provide you with a project of how
your garden will look like after we have done our magic

All you have to do
is picture the perfect
garden & let our
professionals turn
it into reality!
020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Each landscape we design
and develop is a unique
reection of our customer's
personality relative to their
property
Your garden’s full potential will be realised now matter
how big or small your outdoor space is.

Our landscape architects deliver a world-class
garden design experience in landscaping
the most recognizable commercial properties
across London and beyond.

We are renowned for delivering unique and practical
design and our diverse and experienced team
of horticulturists and landscapers will build
a beautiful landscape for you.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Don’t limit your garden dreams!

Improve the Aesthetics
of Your Garden
Increase the Value of Your
Property
Create Escape Nooks for Resting
with Your Loved Ones
Improve Air Quality with
a Healthy Garden
Imagine Your Garden Dreams
Turning Into Reality
Spend Your Free Time in Outdoor
Area as Enjoyable as Your Living Space

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Enjoy privacy fence installation FREE
while having your lawn
pampered!
B o o k Re-turfing with natural grass + Fencing and

g et

Turn your outdoor space into
a divine Garden of Eden
Book Landscaping service + Garden
Maintenance for at least 2 months

Long-awaited FIVE-STAR
treatment for your Lawn!
Book re-turfing service with us and we
will build you a Flower Bed for free!

Flower bed

FOR FREE!

Let us breathe new life into your
garden!
Get 10% off the first Landscape booking with us!

10 %

OFF

Handy Gardeners is part of Handy Services
handyservices.org.uk

020 3793 4888

Our seven brands unite to bring Joy
to your Home!
Removals - for all your relocation issues from full property
removals to man and van hire services

Cleaning Services - combining high-quality with latest
technology for meeting all cleaning requirements

Handyman Services – the best choice for all your home
maintenance needs

Rubbish Removals - leave the mess behind and let Handy
Rubbish take care of it

Gardening Services - we create landscape masterpieces

Storage Services - we make sure that your things are in
the safest of hands

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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1
The lawn turﬁng you get from us will make your lawn
look amazing. You will be pleased with the results

our gardeners will deliver.

BEFORE

1

Remove poor - quality turf

Preparing the soil

3

2

Raking over to produce
a smooth surface

Pre-turﬁng fertiliser

5

Laying the turf

Watering the turf

020 3744 0 111

4

AFTER

8

hours

2

gardeners

6
handygardeners.com
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Our Projects: Landscaping in NW7
The customer contacted us about a landscaping project
and we immediately responded. The place was a complete
mess, with rubbish all over, pipes sticking out, and the whole
lawn a big ruin. But it was not that big of a challenge for us.

BEFORE

AFTER

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects: Landscaping in N19

THE GARDEN
IS TRANSFORMED
INTO A BEAUTIFUL
AREA

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects:
Landscaping in N19
A beautifully landscaped garden is a sure way
to embrace the indoor-outdoor way of life by
transforming your green area into a comfortable
and cozy retreat where the entire family
spends quality time.

8

hours

2

gardeners

15

m² patio

20

m² lawn

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects: Landscaping in SE1
BEFORE

AFTER

THE LANDSCAPING
CREW WAS ABLE
TO TRANSFORM
GARDEN IN JUST
TWO DAYS TIME

1

Green waste + slabs and shed
disassembling and removal

2

Leveling- creating 2 levels sand and pebbles 46 sq meters

3

Рaving the area of 46 sq
meters

4

Jet wash 30 sq meters

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects: Lawn Returfing in NW3

I just wanted to let
you know what
a fantastic job
they did and
how easy and
accommodating
they were
throughout
the day

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Feedback of the garden owner

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects:
Landscaping in SE22
BEFORE

First the hard working landscapers cleared

1
2

the overgrown garden back to a blank canvas
in preparation for the new garden design. In
addition to the excessive greenery that they
dealt with there were a few stumps to be removed.

And then it became time to level the area before
laying the new grass and make the garden up
to the client’s standard. They piled new soil
on even rows and started raking it across.

3

Then we were ready to lay the turf. The team made
sure that the ground was prepared. The client
preferred to use natural turf so we turned the
backyard to a small piece of green paradise.

AFTER

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects: Lawn Returfing in SE14 6RW

OUR GARDENERS
CAN COMPLETELY
MAKEOVER YOUR
GARDEN

8

hours

2

gardeners

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER
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Our Projects: Landscaping in SE16
AFTER

WE ARE FOCUSING
ON REFLECTING OUR
CUSTOMERS’ IDEAS
AND MAKE THEM
ALIVE

BEFORE

1

We started by removing
some bushes and tidying
up of the whole area

2

Our next step towards perfection
was to lay out the turf

3

Replacing the existing
patio

4

This project was performed in a day
by the impeccable planning
of every step

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com
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Our Projects: Lawn Returfing in N4
After just 8 working
hours in one day
customer got
a completely
re-designed garden,
ready for lunches
and dinners with
guests and family

020 3744 0 111

handygardeners.com

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER
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Our Projects: Landscaping in N8

BEFORE

1

On our way to create a beautiful front garden
we had to clear the area from the excessive
greenery, shrubs and old gravel.

2

We leveled the ground and used a membrane
as a base beneath the brand new aesthetic
gravel we had provided for our client.

3

We used cement borders which developed

AFTER

a ﬁnishing touch to the gravel area. They
framed the tiled pathway in an astonishing way.

4

Our knowledgeable experts built a high
quality and good-looking fence for our
dear clients.

020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

A FEW TOUCHES
HERE AND THERE,
AND YOU WILL HAVE
THE FRONT GARDEN
YOU HAVE ALWAYS
WISHED FOR

46

COMING SOON

Conveniently
book and manage
Handy Services
appointments
020 3744 0111

handygardeners.com

